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Abstract
Johannes Kepler discovered the very elegant elliptical path of planets with the Sun in one focus of that ellipse in
1605. Kepler inspired generations of researchers to study properties hidden in those elliptical paths. The visible
elliptical paths belong to the Aristotelian World. On the other side there are invisible mathematical objects in the
Plato´s Realm that might describe the mechanism behind those elliptical paths. One such curve belonging to the
Plato´s Realm discovered Isaac Newton in 1687 - the locus of radii of curvature of that ellipse (the evolute of the
ellipse). Are there more curves in the Plato´s Realm that could reveal to us additional information about Kepler´s
ellipse? W.R. Hamilton in 1847 discovered the hodograph of the Kepler´s ellipse using the pedal curve with
pedal points in both foci (the auxiliary circle of that ellipse). This hodograph depicts the moment of the tangent
momentum of orbiting planets. Inspired by the hodograph model we propose newly to use two contrapedal
curves of the Kepler´s ellipse with contrapedal points in both the Kepler´s occupied and Ptolemy´s empty foci.
Observers travelling along those contrapedal curves might bring new valuable experimental data about the
orbital angular velocity of planets and a new version of the Kepler´s area law. Based on these contrapedal curves
we have defined the moment of the normal momentum. The first derivation of the moment of the normal
momentum reveals the torque of the ellipse. This torque of ellipse should contribute to the precession of the
Kepler´s ellipse. In the Library of forgotten works of Old Masters we have re-discovered the Horrebow´s circle
(1717) and the Colwell´s anomaly H (1993) that might serve as an intermediate step in the solving of the
Kepler´s Equation (KE). Have we found the Arriadne´s Thread leading out of the Labyrinth or are we still lost in
the Labyrinth?
Keywords: Kepler´s ellipse, Aristotelian World, Plato´s Realm, hidden mathematical objects, Newton´s evolute,
Hamilton´s pedal curve, two contrapedal curves, torque of ellipse, Horrebow´s circle, Colwell´s anomaly,
Kepler´s Equation.
1. Introduction
The famous quote of Heraclitus “Nature loves to hide” was described in details by Pierre Hadot in 2008. Hadot
in his valuable book gives us many examples how Nature protects Her Secrets. In several situations the
enormous research of many generations is strongly needed before the right “recipe” unlocking the true reality
can be found.
The Old Masters of the Hellenistic and Alexandrian astronomy used the combinations of perfect circular motions
for the description of the planet orbits. Johannes Kepler in 1605 made his great breakthrough when he
discovered the elliptical path of Mars with the Sun in one focus of that ellipse. Generations of researchers were
inspired by this Kepler´s ellipse and were searching for properties hidden in those elliptical paths. The great step
made Isaac Newton in 1687 when he discovered the locus of radii of curvature of that ellipse (the evolute of that
ellipse) and applied it for the calculation of the centripetal force. W.R. Hamilton in 1847 discovered a very
elegant model of the hodograph using the pedal curve with pedal points located in both foci (the auxiliary circle).
However, this classical model of the Kepler´s ellipse could not properly explain the precession of the planets and
Albert Einstein in 1915 replaced this classical model with his concept of the elastic spacetime.
A possible chance for further classical development of the Kepler´s ellipse is to penetrate more deeply into the
secrets of the Kepler´s ellipse and to reappear with some new hidden properties overlooked by earlier generations of
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researcherss. Our guidingg principle is tthe existence oof the Plato´s R
Realm with innvisible mathem
matical objectss that
might brinng to us some additional
a
infoormation aboutt the visible Keepler´s ellipse in the Aristoteelian World. In
n this
contributioon we have beeen working witth these mathem
matical objectss from the Platoo´s Realm:
1) E
Ellipse propertiies discovered by Appoloniuus of Perga - thhe Great Geom
meter and manyy his scholars.
2) L
Locus of the raddii of curvaturre (evolute) - Issaac Newton inn 1687.
3) H
Horrebow´s circle and Colweell´s anomaly - Peder Horrebbow in 1717 annd Peter Colweell in 1993.
4) P
Pedal curve wiith the pedal ppoints in both foci - the auxxiliary circle - W.R. Hamiltoon in 1847 and his
hodograph.
5) C
Contrapedal currve with the coontrapedal poinnt in the Kepleer´s occupied ffocus (2018).
6) C
Contrapedal currve with the coontrapedal poinnt in the Ptolem
my´s empty foocus (2018).
7) T
Torque of the Kepler´s
K
ellipsee (2018).
There are several new concepts
c
in thiis contributionn - two traveleers moving aloong those conttrapedal curvess and
observing planets on thheir elliptical paths, the inttroduction of tthe moment oof the normal momentum as
a an
additional quantity for the
t calculationn of the planett precession, tthe torque of tthe Kepler´s eellipse. Horreb
bow´s
circle reveeals to us the Colwell´s
C
anom
maly H as thee intermediate step for the solution of the Kepler´s Equation
(KE) whenn we have giveen the mean annomaly M and should find thhe eccentric annomaly E.
The experrimental analyysis of properrties of these two contrapeddal curves annd the Horreboow´s circle sh
hould
evaluate iff we have founnd the Arriadnee´s Thread leadding out of thee Labyrinth or we are still losst in the Labyrrinth.
(We are aw
ware of the fam
mous quote off Richard Feynnman from the year 1962: “T
There´s certain irrationality to
o any
work in grravitation, so itt is hard to expplain why you do any of it.”))
2. Some trrigonometric properties of the ellipse
The discovvery of ellipsee, parabola, and hyperbola iss attributed to Menaechmus.. Apollonius oof Perga - the Great
G
Geometer - was the top Ancient Greeek mathematiccian specializedd on the conicc sections. Papppus of Alexandria
and Antheemius of Trallles were the laast of great A
Ancient Greek mathematicianns that contribbuted to this topic.
t
After one thousand yeaars this “geom
metric treasure”” passed into the hands of JJohannes Keppler, Isaac New
wton,
Peder Horrrebow, W.R. Hamilton,
H
Richhard Feynman and many othhers.
Figure 1 annd Figure 2 shhows some triggonometrical pproperties of thhe ellipse that m
might be usedd for the descrip
ption
of motion of planets arouund the Sun.

Figure 1. Some trigonnometric relatiions derived foor the eccentricc anomaly E - we have corrected mistakes in
Figure 1 in Stávek (2018)
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Figure 22. Distances froom Osiander´ss point, Ptolem
my´s empty focuus, Copernicuss´ center of thee auxiliary circ
cle,
Archim
medean point, K
Kepler´s occuppied focus, andd Brahe´s poinnt to the tangennt
me relations deerived for the eccentric anoomaly because of the compllex behavior of
o the
Table I suummarizes som
ellipse.
Table I. Soome trigonomeetrical propertiies of the ellipsse
Some trigonnometrical properrties of the ellipse
a … semi-m
major axis
b … semi-m
minor axis
E … eccenttric anomaly
O … Osiannder´s point
P … Ptolem
my´s empty focus
C … Coperrnicus´ center of thhe auxiliary circlee
A … Archim
medean point
K … Kepleer´s occupied focuus
B … Brahee´s point
A´ … planeet

PA¢ = a (1 + e cos E )

KA¢ = a (1 - e cos E )

(1 + e cos E )
PA
PA
A¢
=
=
KA KA
A¢ (1 - e cos E )
CA¢ = a 1 - e2 sin 2 E
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1 + e cos E
1 - e cos E
1
2

1 - e cos2 E

AA¢ = b 1 - e 2 cos2 E
KK ¢ = b

BB´= b

1 - e cos E
1 + e cos E

1 - cos E
1 - e2 cos2 E

3. Kepler´´s Ellipse Obsserved from th
he Newton´s E
Evolute
Newton diiscovered seveeral important properties hiddden in the Keepler´s ellipse in his Principia in 1687. Fo
or the
centripetall force F, he deerived formulaa:
2

F

=m

v
r

(1)
(

T

where m is the mass of the
t planet, vT is the tangent velocity of thee planet and ρ is the radius oof curvature off that
ellipse. Thhe locus of radii
r
of curvaature is termeed as the evoolute. This eqquation openedd completely new
possibilitiees in the underrstanding of the Kepler´s elliipse.
In the stanndard procedurre both quantitties vT and ρ arre found by thee derivation m
method inventedd independently by
Newton annd Leibniz.
We will present here thee trigonometriic approach too these two quuantities (vT in the next chappter). The radius of
curvature of the ellipse ρ can be derrived in the triigonometric w
way shown in Figure 3. Figgure 3 describe
es an
interplay bbetween the noormal to the tanngent and the lline connectingg the Sun and orbiting planeet.

Figure 3. Trigonometric
T
aapproach to reveal the expression for the raadius of curvaature ρ
2006)
We have uused the deep knowledge off ellipse propeerties of Issac Todhunter (18881) and Anthhony Rynne (2
and extraccted from Figurre 3 this “remaarkable” expreession for the rradius of curvaature:
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(1 -e cos E )
2

2

3/2

(2)
(

(Several hhours after this trigonometricc discovery onn 17 Oct 2018 we have foundd in the Arxivv the paper of W.Y.
W
Hsiang annd E. Straumee (2014) who derived the fi
first part of thhis “remarkablle” formula ussing the derivation
technique on 28 Aug 2014).
(The quanntities expresssed in the triggonometric laanguage are ssimpler and N
Nature can tallk with us in
n this
trigonometric language that
t could be ddepicted in sim
mple Figures w
without words).
4. Kepler´´s Ellipse Obsserved from th
he Hamilton´ss Pedal Curvee with Pedal P
Points in both Foci
The pedal curve of the Kepler´s
K
ellipsee is the locus oof the feet of thhe perpendiculars from bothh foci to the tan
ngent
of that ellipse. In this casse the pedal cuurve is the fam
mous auxiliary ccircle of the elllipse.
W.R. Ham
milton in 1847 discovered thiis concept that is known as thhe hodograph. This approachh was several times
t
forgotten aand its beauty was several tim
mes rediscovered by many rresearchers. E.gg., Richard Feynman in his “Lost
“
lecture” m
made this conceept very well kknown for our ggeneration.
W.R. Ham
milton elegantlly interpreted the quantity oof the tangent planet velocitty as the perpendicular from
m the
Ptolemy´s empty focus to
t the tangent. Figure 4 depiicts both perpeendiculars from
m the Ptolemy´s empty focuss and
the Keplerr´s occupied foocus. The vectoor of PP´ is rottated anticlockkwise by the anngle π/2.

Figure 4. Trigonometric
T
approach to reeveal the expreession for the ttangent velocity vT
We get froom Figure 4 the tangent velocity vT as:

v

T

= v0

1 + e cos E
1 - e cos E

(3)
(

where v0 iss the tangent orbital
o
velocityy at the end of the minor axess.
Now, we ccan test the validity of the Neewton´s formulla expressed inn the trigonometric language and compare these
trigonometric formulae with
w formulae obtained in otther mathemattical languagess. A very goodd inspiration ca
an be
found in thhe valuable book of Arjun Taan (2008).
The famouus Newton´s foormula can be trigonometricaally expressedd as:
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F

= GMm
=m
2

=m

R
v

2

2
0

2

v 1
r cos a
T

æ
ö
çç1 + e cos E ÷÷
çè 1 - e cos E ÷÷ø

(
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2
2
a
1 -e cos E
b

=
2

)

3/2

2

a 1 - e co
os E
b

=m

2

va
R
0
2

At the endd we have obtained the standaard gravitationnal parameter µ
µ:
2

m = GM = a v
where a is the semi-majoor axis and v0 iis the orbital vvelocity at the eend of minor aaxis.
0

5. Kepler´´s Ellipse Obsserved from T
dal Points in b
Two Contrapeedal Curves w
with Contraped
both Foci
The contraapedal curve of
o the Kepler´ss ellipse is the locus of the ffeet of the perppendiculars froom both foci to the
normal off that ellipse. In
I this case w
we will get tw
wo contrapedall curves. (Untiil now we couuld not find in
n the
literature m
more data abouut these two cuurves. We willl leave this toppic to Readers of this Journall more experie
enced
in the mathhematics).
In this casse we will em
mploy the analogy with Ham
milton´s hodoggraph - can w
we extract a vaaluable inform
mation
about the K
Kepler´s ellipsse and to find aan expression ffor the normal velocity of thhe planet vN?
Figure 5 sshows a schem
ma of two conntrapedal pointts J and S. W
We propose to use the distannce PJ between
n the
Ptolemy´s empty focus P and the contrrapedal point J as the measurre for the norm
mal velocity vN:

v

N

= v 0e

sin E

1 + e cos E
1 - e cos E

(6)
(

where v0 iis the tangent orbital velocity at the end of the minor aaxes. This is a new hodograaph for the no
ormal
velocities of planets orbiiting in the Keepler´s ellipses.

Figure 5. Trigonometric
T
approach to reeveal the expreession for the nnormal velocitty vN
moving along those
t
There is aanother interessting property of those conttrapedal pointss J and S: if aan observer m
contrapedaal curves observes the planeet orbiting in thhe Kepler´s ellipse he mightt get the experrimental data given
g
in Table III. These two obbserves J and S will get diffeerent values foor the orbital anngular velocityy of that planet and
the modifiied Kepler´s arrea law betweeen that observeer and the plannet.
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Table II Observers J and S collecting experimental data along the contrapedal curves
Contrapedal curve with the contrapedal point in the Ptolemy´s empty focus - constant orbital angular velocity

v
w =
PP
T

E

/

v

=

1 + e cos E
0

b

1 - e cos E = v 0
1 + e cos E
b
1 - e cos E

Contrapedal curve with the contrapedal point in the Ptolemy´s empty focus - modified Kepler´s area law
·

A

E

/

= v T PP = v 0

1 + e cos E
1 - e cos E

b

1 + e cos E
1 - e cos E

1 + e cos E
1 - e cos E

= v 0b

Contrapedal curve with the contrapedal point in the Kepler´s occupied focus - orbital angular velocity

v
w =
KK
T

E

/

=

v
b

1 + e cos E
0

1 - e cos E = v 0 1 + e cos E
1 - e cos E
b 1 - e cos E
1 + e cos E

Contrapedal curve with the contrapedal point in the Kepler´s occupied focus - constant Kepler´s area law
·

A

E

/

= v T KK = v 0

1 + e cos E
1 - e cos E

b

1 - e cos E
1 + e cos E

= v 0b

6. Moment of the tangent momentum and moment of the normal momentum of the Kepler´s Ellipse
Based on the formulae in Table II we can evaluate the moment of the tangent momentum LT and to introduce a
new physical quantity - the moment of the normal momentum LN.
The moment of momentum L is defined as the product of the linear momentum with the length of the moment
arm, a line dropped perpendicularly from the origin onto the path of the particle. It is this definition: L = (length
of moment arm) x (linear momentum).
The moment of the tangent momentum LT is given as:

L

/

T

= mv T KK = mv 0

1 + e cos E
1 - e cos E

1 - e cos E

b

1 + e cos E

= mv 0b

(7)

where m is the mass of the planet, vT the tangent velocity of the planet and KK´ is the length of the moment arm
(the distance between the Kepler´s occupied focus and the tangent). The moment of the tangent momentum LT is
constant during the complete path of the Kepler´s ellipse. Therefore, there is no contribution to the torque from
this moment of the tangent momentum. This is very well-known experimental fact documented in the existing
literature.
The moment of the normal momentum LN is given as:

L

/

N

= mv NSK =

= mv 0e
= mv 0a

sin E
2

1 + e cos E
1 - e cos E

a e sin E

1 - e cos E
1 + e cos E

=

(8)

2

e sin E

where m is the mass of the planet, vN the normal velocity of the planet and SK´ is the length of the moment arm
(the distance between the Kepler´s occupied focus and the contrapedal curve). The moment of the normal
momentum is not constant during the complete path of the Kepler´s ellipse. Therefore, we expect a contribution
to the torque of the Kepler´s ellipse. (We did not study in details the properties of the curve aε2sin2E.)
7. Torque of the Kepler´s Ellipse (Moment of Force)
Torque is defined mathematically as the rate of the change of the moment of the momentum. As long as the
moment of the tangent momentum is constant then there is no net torque applied. However, what about the
moment of the normal momentum?
The derivation of the formula for the torque caused by the moment of the normal momentum would be as:
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L dE
dE dt
= m v a e siin(2E ) v
b
t

=d

L
dt

N

=d

2

0
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(9)

=

N

2

0

(1 + e cos E ) m v 0
=
a
(1 - e cos E )
b

2

e sin(2E )

(1 + e cos E )
(1 - e cos E )

where m iss the mass of the
t planet, v0 iss the tangent vvelocity at the end of the minnor axis, b is thhe semi-minor axis,
a is the sem
mi-major axis,, ε is the eccenntricity of the eellipse and E iss the eccentric anomaly.
(We did nnot study in deetails the propperties of the ccurve of the ttorque). We exxpect that thiss newly discov
vered
quantity τ - the torque of
o the Kepler´ss ellipse - migght contribute tto the ellipse pprecession. W
We want to passs this
concept innto the hands of
o experienced Readers of this Journal. Havve we found thhe Arriadne´s Thread leading out
of the Labyrinth or are we
w still lost in tthe Labyrinth??
wton in his Proopositions 43-445 of Book I in his Principia derived a fo
formula for thee force causing the
Isaac New
precessionn of planets. The
T astrophysiicist Subrahmayan Chandraasekhar in 19995 in his com
mments to Prin
ncipia
remarked tthat this Theorrem remained largely unknow
wn and undeveeloped for oveer three centuriies.
8. Horreb
bow´s circle (1717) and Colw
well´s anomally (1993)
Kepler´s E
Equation (KE) has been in thhe focus in the modern sciencce for four cennturies. This toopic passed thrrough
hands of nnumerous greeat researcherss. Peter Colweell (1993) surrveyed different mathematiccal techniquess and
styles to soolve the KE - for
f a given meean anomaly M to find the ecccentric anomaaly E.
One of thoose original sttyles of Old M
Masters presentted N.T. Jorgeenson (1974) w
who re-discoveered the metho
od of
Peder Horrrebow (1717)). We have fouund that the P
Peder Horreboow´s method (1717) could bbe very stimulating
technique for our hypothhesis. Figure 6 shows the H
Horrebow´s ideea with the seccond auxiliaryy circle constru
ucted
around thee Ptolemy´s em
mpty focus. Peeter Colwell addded into the ooriginal Horrebbow´s schema one additional line
connectingg the Kepler´s occupied focuus K with the ppoint F on the second auxiliiary circle. Wee will call the angle
a
FKC as thhe Colwell´s annomaly H. (It hhas to be noted that Peter Coolwell missed the opportunity to use this angle
a
in his analysis).

Figure 6. Horrebow´ss circle with thhe mean anomaaly M, the eccentric anomalyy E, and Colwell´s anomaly H
In Horreboow´s method we
w have Kepleer´s ellipse witth the Sun in tthe left focus K (Kepler´s occcupied focus)) (the
way the O
Old Masters depicted
d
the K
Kepler´s ellipsse with the apphelion on thhe right side)) together with
h the
auxiliary ccircle with thee center C (Coopernicus centter) and the raadius equal to the semimajoor axis of the orbit.
o
Horrebow inserted the second
s
auxiliaary circle withh the center inn the Ptolemy´s empty focuus P and the ra
adius
equal to thhe semimajor axis.
a
In Figure 6 we can see tthe three anom
malies: M - thee mean anomally, E - the ecce
entric
anomaly aand H - the Colwell´s
C
anoomaly. The Coolwell´s anom
maly H repressent an interm
mediate step in
n the
determinattion of the eccentric anomalyy E. In Figure 6 we have the Colwell´s anoomaly H equalled as:
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sin M
cos M + 2e

(10)

Once we know the Colwell´s anomaly H then with the help of the analytical geometry we will get the precise
value of the eccentric anomaly E without any iteration process. From the known equation of the line KF and the
auxiliary circle with the center C we will get the intersection point G (cosE, sinE). From the known eccentric
anomaly E, we will get easily the desired true anomaly Θ.
Our hypothesis is based on an idea that the contrapedal curve with the contrapedal point in the Ptolemy´s empty
focus condensed into the Ptolemy´s empty focus and we have got the mean anomaly M depicted by the second
auxiliary circle with the center in the Ptolemy´s empty focus. This hypothesis has to be mathematically proved
by the Readers of this Journal.
8. “Antikythera Mechanism” in the Solar System
We propose to use the very-well known Antikythera Mechanism as an analogy for the visible Kepler´s ellipse - a
part of our Aristotelian World - connected deeply with invisible curves from the Plato´s Realm - Newton´s
evolute (1687), Horrebow´s circle (1717) and Colwell´s anomaly (1993), Hamilton´s pedal curve (1847), two
contrapedal curves (2018), there are two more curves describing the moment of the normal momentum and the
torque of the Kepler´s ellipse (2018).
Are there some more hidden curves in the Plato´s Realm connected to the Kepler´s ellipse?
7. Conclusions
1) We have presented some quantitative properties of the Kepler´s ellipse in Table I and Figures 1 and 2.
2) We have discovered a new trigonometric formula for the radius of curvature in the Newton´s evolute of
the Kepler´s ellipse.
3) In the pedal curve with the pedal points in both foci (the auxiliary circle) we have depicted the
Hamilton´s hodograph.
4) We have observed the Kepler´s ellipse from two contrapedal curves with contrapedal points in both foci
and presented some relationships in Table II.
5) We have derived formulae for the moment of the tangent momentum and the moment of the normal
momentum.
6) We have derived the formula for the torque of the Kepler´s ellipse.
7) In the Horrebow´ circle we have presented a hypothesis about the condensation of the contrapedal curve
with the contrapedal point in the Ptolemy´s empty focus into the Ptolemy´s empty focus.
8) Are there some more hidden curves in the Plato´s Realm connected to the Kepler´s ellipse?
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